
pH Fusion Tea - Much More than a Safe Antacid
Does pH Fusion Tea stoke the mitochondria to improve metabolic function, provide

superior nutrient absorption, better body hydration and superior pH balance?

pH Fusion Tea Lesson
by JC Spencer

Formulation of pH Fusion Tea is designed to stoke
the mitochondria with the fuel required to produce
clean electricity needed to power your body.

The mitochondrion is the electron power generator
of the cell. Improper fuel to the mitochondria or
mitochondrial malfunction produces free radicals.

Mitochondrial dysfunction is an assay-mark of
cancer, obesity, diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular
and neurodegenerative diseases. The Mitochon-
dria and Metabolism Center at the University of
Washington confirms these findings and has
established a large diverse community of research-
ers to pursue mitochondrial studies.

Surprisingly, there are hundreds and sometimes
thousands of mitochondria in certain cells of your
body. The British Society for Cell Biology confirms
that there may be 1,000 to 2,000 mitochondria in
each liver cell. E. D. Robin and R. Wong at the
Department of Medicine at Stanford
University School of Medicine in
California wrote a paper entitled
Mitochondrial DNA molecules and virtual
number of mitochondria per cell in
mammalian cells.

When I formulated pH Fusion Tea, I
designed it to avoid the negative side effects of
antacids and to provide health benefits to
strengthen the cell membrane, improve metabolic
function, and to support bone health. This design
function provides the membrane pathway for
delivering the multi-trace minerals through the
cell’s ion gates to the mitochondrion. This is
explained in more detail in our materials.

Trehalose is the base ingredient of the formulation
which functions well in a stomach acid environ-
ment. This supplies a stabilized glucose to the

mitochondria along with specific plant sourced bio-
active ionic multi-trace minerals. The alkaline
compound is electrostatically blended and design-
ed to provide superior nutrient absorption and
better body hydration. The pH Fusion Tea has a
pH balance of 9.5 in water to help produce less
acidic body fluids as can be tested in the urine and
salvia.

Through pH Fusion Pilot Surveys, participants are
helping us gather data from a wide range of health
challenges. While not required in the Pilot
Surveys, physicians and healthcare professions
are welcome to observe and assist with clinical
information.

Those interested can learn more about pH Fusion
Tea Pilot Surveys and apply for matched funding
at www.PilotStudies.net. Trial size and larger
canisters of pH Fusion Tea are also available to
the general public.

No medical claims are made or intended.
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